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PRAGUE -- There's nothing better than eating your way through history, which

is what I did on a recent trip to Prague.

During the years of Soviet occupation, Prague's illustrious culinary traditions all

but vanished or were compromised due to the lack of availability of ingredients,

according to Martina Pavlícková, the sister of Lenka Pavlícková, who recently

founded the local foodie tour company Eat With Locals.

Luckily, those traditions were not forgotten, and Prague's eateries are

celebrating a resurgence of this city's finest fare.

http://www.eat-with-locals.com/


As the name suggests, Eat With Locals takes guests on a tour of Prague to

sample foods that are pure Czech, served in some of the city's most popular

local hangouts.

Martina explained that many of the touristy restaurants actually serve dishes

from neighboring countries (like schweinebraten from Germany, wiener

schnitzel from Austria), which are not necessarily Czech specialties.

One of the highlights of the tour was Dlouhá Gourmet Passage -- a small

enclave of traditional food shops and bistros near the Old Town Square that's a

favorite lunch stop for Czechs on the go.

Chlebiček at Sisters in Prague 

Here, Sisters serves up a mean chlebícek, a traditional open-faced sandwich

prepared on oblong slices of veka bread topped with a mayonnaise-based

spread and combinations of hard-cooked egg, cheese, ham, salami, smoked fish,

tomato, pickled cucumber, lettuce or raw onion.

http://www.gurmetpasazdlouha.eu/en
http://chlebicky-praha.cz/


This simple creation was popular with the fashionable set in the beginning of

the 19th century when socialites competed to find and use the most exotic and

rare toppings.

Among all Czechs, the chlebícek is common at almost every social event,

including birthday parties, wedding receptions and especially New Year's Eve

celebrations.

Nase Maso in Prague PRAGUEFOODIE

Next door to Sisters is the traditional butcher shop Naše Maso, where we tasted

Czech steak tartare and meatloaf. At Naše Maso, they make it a point to provide

large windows looking in on the butchers, so you can actually watch them

prepare the meat.

Martina explained that fresh food and fresh ingredients are very important to

the Czech people, both because they produce the best taste and also because

fresh food was hard to find during the Cold War. Back then most butcher shops

http://nasemaso.ambi.cz/en/#index


prepared meat products behind closed doors so clients could not see the

substandard quality of the ingredients, she said.

Chlebíceks also must be fresh. Tradition dictates that they should be prepared

almost immediately before serving to prevent them from becoming stale.

Steak tartare and meatloaf at Nase Maso in Prague 

Another of my favorites stops on the tour was Katr Restaurant, near the Jewish

Museum, where we sampled nakládaný hermelín (pickled cheese) and tlacenka

(aspic/headcheese), together with Czech trout with seasonal vegetable and

potatoes, washed down with a cold Pilsner Urquell -- still considered an

excellent Czech beer, in spite of its global popularity.

Czech cuisine also focuses on sweets, especially chocolate. The best place to

taste traditional Czech chocolate delicacies, according to Martina, is Choco

Cafe. Here our group feasted on traditional Czech Horické trubicky -- paper-

thin, delicate rolls filled with fresh whipped cream dipped in a cup of hot

chocolate.

http://katrrestaurant.cz/en
http://choco-cafe.cz/


While this was just a sampling of the wide variety of traditional delectables in

Prague, it was a fantastic introduction to the city and prepared me for a more

standard tour of Prague's amazing architecture.

It also gave me an opportunity to "blend in" a little, instead of being just one

more of Prague's millions of tourists.

Eat With Locals: eat-with-locals.com/tour/old-town-food-tour.html

Sisters: chlebicky-praha.cz (Czech only)

Choco Cafe: choco-cafe.cz (Czech only)

Katr Restaurant: katrrestaurant.cz/en

Naše Maso: nasemaso.ambi.cz/en/#index 

Eric Vohr and Michaela Urban have a travel website at travelintense.com. 
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